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Abstract 

7his paper introduces English Text-To-Phoneme generator 

(ETTP) based on rules. licle proposed generator consists of two 

cs?nponents: phoneme generation ,wles Ir7ld phoneme generaiion 

algorithm. Phoneme generation rules comprise a set of text to 

phoneme tranformation rules that are based on the English 

pronunciation rules. 

Xhe phonemes ou2"put from the proposed generator are verzjed 

against the phonemes output from another premade tool. Applying the 

generated set of phonemes to a phoneme pronunciation tool, the 

sound is generated and its quality is compared to the qulaity of the 

sound generated using the MS Talk-It tool. The proposed phoneme 

generator is implemented using yisual C+ + programming language. 
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Introduction 

As computer becomes more intelligent, speech synthesis becomes 

more important and many researches have payed great attention into 

this area [I, 20,211. 

Speech processing can be classified into speech input to the 

computer, and speech output fr om the computer. Speech input to the 

computer means that the acoustic waveform is inputted to the 

computer. It involves two types of processing, speech recognition, and 

speech verification and identification. Speech output from the 

computer means that the acoustic waveform is outputted from the 

computer. Speech output from the computer is mainly called speech 

synthesis or Text-To-Speech (TTS) [I, 6,9,13]. 

Speech synthesis is used as an external aid for some classes of 

disabled people. Also there are many other application of speech 

synthesis such as learning machines, talking books and toys, 

telecommunications services, language education, and guidance of 

operatiofial procedures in production line [I, 3, 9, 10, 191. 
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The general phases of English speech synthesis are text 

normalization, phoneme generation, and speech generation as shown 

in fig. 1 [I, 5,201. 

Text 

I Text Normalization I 
Normalized 4 Text 

Phonetic Transcription 

Speech Generation 

Speech waveforms 

Figure 1: The general phases of TTS system. 

Text normalization: the input text m y  contain a wide variety of 

abbreviations, symbols and numbers, so it is necessary to normalize 

the input text to produce a sequence of words instead of these 

abbreviations, symbols and numbers. 

The following is an example of input and output of the text 

normalization phase. 

Input: Dr. Harb has $1,234,567 

Output: Doctor Harb has one million two hundred thirty four 

thousand five hundred sixty seven dollars. 
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Phoneme generation: it is the main phase in the speech synthesis 
process; it concerns with the transformation of normalized letters into 
the corresponding phonatic transcription. Speech synthesis methods 
can be classified according to the phoneme generation process into 
two strategies: dictionary_based synthesis, and rule-based synthesis. 
Dictionary_based synthesis depends on dictionary-based phoneme 
generation while rule-based synthesis depends on rule-based phoneme 
generation [I, 6,9,11,14,16,20]. 

In dictionary-based phoneme generation, phonological 
knowledge, basically morphemes, is stored into a dictionary and the 
pronunciation is performed by inflectional, derivational, and 
compounding morphems taking into consideration the morphemic 
constituents and its effect on the phonetic transcription. Examples of 
this strategy are MITTalk and AT&T TTS systems [1,20 1. In 
MITTalk 12000 morphemes are stored into a dictionary to cover 95% 
of the input words. In AT&T TTS system 43000 morphemes are 
stored into a dictionary . 

In rule-based phoneme generation, phonological knowledge is 
transformed into a set of rules (sound/phoneme rules) and the special 
pronounced words are stored in an exceptions dictionary. The 
exceptions dictionary contains a S i t ed  number of words, for 
example in English 20000 words covers 70% of the input text. The 
quality of the generated sound depends on the quality of the generated 
phonemes used for sound synthesis. The quality of the generated 
phonemes in turn depends on the feature parameters and the phoneme 
generation rules. Phoneme generation rules must be based on the 
linguistic characteristics of natural speech so the construction of rules 
requires an extensive knowledge and a deep understanding of the 
speech production and perception process for a particular language. 
Also the rules must take into account. dl perceptually relevant acoustic 
changes that phonetic segments undergo in diierent context [7, 8, 11, 
l2,14,17,2l]. 
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Speech generation: it is the final phase in the speech synthesis 
process and it concerns ~ ~ 4 t h  the generation of the speecb signals 
from the corresponding stream of phonemes and applying the 
generated waveforms to a loud speaker. Also speech generation phase 
takes speech characteristics such as prosody into consideration to 
ensure appropriate rhythm, tempo, accent, stress, and intonation [ZO, 
211. 

Recently, efforts are directed into designing sets of rules with a 
wide coverage of the input text with hiqh quality of the output 
sound. Research is also focused on the representation of knowledge 
and data structures which support the text to sound transformation 
process [4, 15,20,21]. 

This paper concerns with speech synthesis based on rules and 
focuses on the phoneme generation process as a key factor in the 
systhesis process. In section 2 a brief overview of some related work 
in the area of speech synthesis are introduced. In section 3 the 
proposed model of the phoneme generator is introduced, in section 4 
some examples of using the proposed phoneme generator are given, 
and section 5 introduces a conclusion and fbture work. 

Related Work 

The real beginning of speech synthesis was done at the Haskins 

laboratory in 1947; the human voice was being analyzed into a set of 

data and reconstructed at a later time. By 1960 many academic 

institutions around the world shared techniques of synthesizing human 

speech using minicomputers, storing only relatively small amounts of 

data of the order of 10000 binary digits for every second of speech. 

Experiments were made with speaking telephone directories and 

aircraft timetable. As early as 1964, John Holemes et al., achieved 

some excellent synthesis results. 
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In 1971 a new digital technique was developed for speech 

synthesizing using computers. The m&hod, known as Linear 

Prediction, was already known to other signal processing world, Atal 

and 'Hanauer showed how it could be applied to speech. There 

followed a surge of academic activity (e.g., Itakura 1972 and Markel, 

1973), and it was demonstrated that LPC provided a much needed 

algorithm technique of synthesis which was well suited to digital 

implementation. 

The start of the speech revolution could be said that it has 

happened in 1977. Around that time several consumer products 

started appearing on store shelves. The first product was a Talking 

Calculator designed by Telesensory Systems Inc., and this was 

followed shortly after by the Speak'n Spell from Texas Instruments. 

Both these products were based on LPC. 

In 1980, Richard Wiggins designed a low-cost Smear-prediction 

synthesis chip to take advantage of the ability of linear prediction to 

represent critical s p e d  and temporal aspects of speech waveforms 

efficiently. 

The Prose-2000 commercial text-to-speech system was first 

developed in conjunction with a reading machine for the blind project 

at Telesensory Systems by James Bliss and his associates (Groner et 

al., 1982, Goldher and Lund, 1983). 
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The Mattalk system, by Dennis Klatt of M.LT. text-to-speech 

system soRware was iicensed to Piigital Equipment Corporation as a 

basis for the commercial DECtalk text-to-speech system announced in 

1983 [6]. 

In (1985, 1988), a new AT&T Bell 1,aboratories text-to-speech 

system (Olive and Libennan, 1985) uses the Olive (1977) diphone 

synthesis strategy in combination with a large morpheme didonary 

(Coker, 1985) and letter-to-sound rules (Church). The laboratory 

system was demonstrated at 1985 meeting of the Acoustical Society 

of America. 

In 1992, Bchenko and et a1 [3] described an application of text- 

to-speech for speech-impaired, deaf, and hard hearing people. The 

application is unusual because it requires real-time synthesis of 

unedited, spontaneously generated conversational texts transmitted via 

a tdecomtnunications device for the deaf (TT=). They described a 

parser that they have implenented as a front end of a version of the 

Bell Laboratories text-to-speech synthesizer. 

In 1995, Hoory, R. and Chazan, D. [ll] proposed a new text-to- 

speech synthesis techniques, for producing continuous, natural 

sounding speech of a specific speaker. The synthesis technique is 

based on selecting short speech frames from a phoneme-Iabeled 



speech database. The selection procedure involves minimization of a 

distortion criterion, by a dynamic programming algorithm. 

In 1996, R.W.P. Luk and R.I. Damper [18] introduced a 

trainable ("data-driven7') technique for letter-to-phoneme conversion 

based on formal language theory. The spellings and pronunciations of 

English words are modeled as the productions of a stochastic 

grammar, inferred fiom example data in the form of a pronouncing 

dictionary. The terminal symbols of the grammar are letter-phoneme 

corresponding, and the rewrite (production) rules of the grammar 

specie how these are combined to form acceptable English word 

spellings and their pronunciations. 

The Proposed Text-To-Phoneme Generator 

The general model of the text to phoneme generator consists of 
three components: processing buffer, text-to-phoneme translation 
rules, and phoneme production algorithm as shown in fig. 2. 

Icput Text 
I 

I Phoneme Production 
Processing Buffer Algorithm I 

Translation Rules 

Figure 2: The general model of the English text to phoneme generator. 

340 
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Processing Buffer 

The processing buffer consistes of thee parts: left context part, 
match context part, and right context part. Left context part represents 
the set of characters before the search (Match part), match context 
part represents the set of characters of the part which has been 
searched for, and right context part represents the set .of characters 
after the search (Match part). 

Text to Phoneme Translation Rults 

Depending on the pronunciation rules of the English language, 

a set of text-to -phoneme translation rules are proposed. The proposed 

rules are expressed using the production rules formality [Z]. The 

general form of the text to phoneme translation rules appears as the 

following: 

where L-C is the left context, R-C is the right context. 

Each E is a text pattern over the alphabet and P, is the 

corresponding phoneme pattern. 
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Auxiliary Definitions are expressed by regular expressions as in the 

following: 

Yswcl = A I E l I l O ) U  
consonant = BI C I D I F I . . . . . . . 
+ = (vowel)' 
* = (consonant)' 
A = consonant 
% =EIERIESIEDjN%IELY 
& = E I I I Y  
@ =TIS!RIDILIZINIJITHICHISH 
I =SlClGIZIX(JICH(SH 

= Anything 
A = Nothing 

Translation rules are classified into two types: general rules 

and exception rules. The general rules represent the character without 

considering the preceding or the following characters. The exception 

rules represent case sensitive phoneme production of characters 

depending on the left and right characters. The distripution of the 

proposed phoneme production rules over the alphabets is shown in fig. 

Figure 3: The distripution of the phoneme production rules over the alphabets. 
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The general rule for each character is tested as the last rule while the 

exception rules are tested first. The following are examples of the 

phoneme production rules and the full documentation are shown in 

appendex A: 

The general translation rule for the charactel A: 

Examples of the exception translation ides for the character A: 

Text-to-Phoneme Generation Algorithm 

Read the word into the Match-Context Part - 
While (not empty Match-Context) Do 

Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the 1" letter 

If found 

Produce the corresponding phonemes 

Add the output phonemes to the phoneme list - 



Shift Left the content of the Match-Context into Lewontext. 

Shift Left the content of the Right-Context into Match-Context 

Else 

If empty Right-Context 

Shift Right the Match-Context except 1"' letter into the Right-Context. 

Else 

S h i f t t  the 1" letter of the Right-Context into Match-Context 

End IF 

End IF 

Loop 

Produce the corresponding phoneme list 

stop 

Implementation 

The proposed modd of the text to phoneme generator was 

implemented using Virtual C++ compiler under Microsofl Windows. 

The input text is assigned to the input-texvar and the output 

phonemes are assigned to the outputghoneme-Var. The processing 

buffers consists of three variables: Lee-Part-Var, Match-Part-Var, 

and Right-Part-Var. Text-to-phoneiae translation rules are 

represented using two dimensional array with the structure of (n,4) 
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where n is number of translation rules and 4 represents the lefi 

context, match context, right contat, and the output phoneme cells. 

Examples 

Example 1: Speech / s-p-IY-CH 1 

Read the word into the Match-Context Part - 
I ( speech 1 

Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the l* letter. 

Not found and emvtv Right Context 

Shift Rhht the Match-Context except 1" letter into the 

Right-Context. 

I I -  
----- 

Search for the Match Context in the rules of the l* letter. 
J 

- 

Found - 
" S' ) ,s 

Produce the correspondiisg phoneme: / s  i 
Add the output phonemes to the phoneme list 
Phoneme list: {s] 
Shift Left the content of the Match-Context into Lee-Context. 
Shift Left the content of the Right-Context into Matchsontext 

1 s ( Peech 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the 1"' letter. 

I 

Not found and emntv Right Context 

Shift Right the Match-Context except 1'' letter into the 

Right-Context. 



I s I P 1 eech 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the 1" letter. 

Found - 
- P > / I ) /  

Produce the corresponding phoneme: / p  / 
the output phonemes to the phoneme list 

Phoneme list: (s, p)  

Shift Left the content of the Match-Context into LeR-Context. 

Shift Left the content of the Right-Context into Match-Context 

I Sp Eech 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the 1' letter. 

I 

Not found and e m ~ t v  Right Context 

Shift Right the Matcwontext except 1& letter into the 

Right-Context. 

I SP 1 E I ech 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the 1" letter. - 

Found 

A EA > /'n/ 
Produce the corresponding phoneme: / IY / 

Add the output phonemes to the phoneme list 

Phoneme list: {s, p, IY) 

Shift Left the content of the Match-Context into Left-Context. 

Shift Left the content of the Right-Context into Match-Context 

I ~ p e  1 E C ~  
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the P letter. 

I 
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Not found and emptv Right Context 

Shift Right ths Match-Context except lSt letter into the 

Right-Context . 

I Spe 1 E .  I ch 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the 1" fetter. 

Found 

+*EA ) /Silent/ 

Produce the corresponding phoneme: /Silent / 

@ the output phonemes to the phoneme list 

Phoneme list: is, p, IY, Silemt 1 

Shift Left the content of the Match - Context into Left - Context. 

Shift Left the content of the Right-Context into Match-Context 

( spee I ~h 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the ld letter. 

Found - 
" CH" ) 

Produce the corresponding phoneme: / CH / 

Add the output phonemes to the phoneme list - 
Phoneme list: (s, p, ZY, Silent, CH) 

Shift Left the content of the Match-Context into Left-Context. 

Shift Left the content of the Right-Context into Match-Context 



I Speech 1 1 
Empty Match-Context 

Produce Phoneme list: (s, p, IY, Silent, CH) 

Stop 

Example 2: synthesis ) / s-IH-n-TH-EH-s-1H-s / 

Read the word into the Match-Context Part - 
I I Synthesis 

Search for the M a t w o n t e x t  in the rules of the 1"' letter. 
I 

Not found and ern~tv Right Context 
i 

Shift IGht the Match-Context except 1"" letter into the 

Right-Context. 

I I s 1 ynthesis 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the lst letter. 

Found - 
- S' /s/ 

Produce the corresponding phoneme: /s / 

Add the output phonemes to the phoneme list - 
Phoneme list: (s ) 

Shift Left the content of the Match-Context into Lee-Context. 

Shift Left the content of the Right-Context into Match-Context 

I s 1 ynthesis I 

Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the lY letter. 
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Not found and e m ~ t v  Right Context 

Shift Right the Match-Context except lSt ietter into the 

Right-Context. 

I s 1 Y I nthesis 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the 1" letter. 

Found 

* Y* ) / I H /  
Produce the corresponding phoneme: /N/ 
&kJ the output phonemes to the phoneme list 
Phoneme list: (s, ZH ) 
Shift Left the content of the Match-Context into Left-Context. 
Shift Lefa the content of the Right-Context into Match-Context 

I Sy 1 nthesis 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the l* letter. -. 

Not found and e m ~ t v  Right Context 

Shift Right the Match-Context except 1'' letter into the 

Right-Context. 
-- 

/ Sy I N I Thesis 
Search for the Mat~h~Context in the rules of the lSt letter. 

Found - 
N' ) / n /  

Produce the corresponding phoneme: /n / 
the output phonemes to the phoneme list 

Phoneme list: (s, IH, n nf 
Shift Left the content of the Match-Context into Lewontext.  
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Shift Left the content of the Right-Context into Match-Context 

Syn 1 Thesis I 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the 1' letter. 

Not found and e m ~ t v  Riaht Context 

Shift Right the Match-Contea except lSt letter into the 

Right-Context. 

I Syn ( T I Hesis 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the ld letter. 

I 

Not found and not e m ~ t v  Riaht Context 

Shift Left the 1" letter of the Right-Context into 

Match-Context 

1 Syn I Th I esis 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the 1" letter. 

I - 

Found - 
Produce the corresponding phoneme: / TH/  

the output phonemes to the phoneme list 
Phoneme list: (s, PH, n, TH j 
Shift Left the content of the Match-Context into Left-Context. 
Shift Left the content of the Right-Context into Match-Context 

1 Synth I Esis 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the lSt letter. - 

Not found and e m ~ t v  Right Context 

Shift Right the Match-Context except lSt letter into the 

Right-Context. 

I Synth I E ( Sis 
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Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the lst letter, 

Found - 
E' ) / E H /  

Produce the corresponding phoneme: / EH / 
Add the output phonemes to the phoneme list 

Phoneme list: {s, IH, n, TH, EH } 

Shift Left the content of the Match - Context into Left-Context. 

Shift Left the content of the Right-Contexq into Mztch-Context 

I Synthe I Sis 
Search for the Match-Context in the rules of the la letter. 

Found 

" SIS' > IS-IH+/ 
Produce the corresponding phoneme: /s-LH-s / 

Add the output phonemes to the phoneme list 

Phoneme list: is, M, n, my EH, s-IH-s } 

Shift Left the content of the Match - Co~text into Left-Context. 

Shift Left the content of the Right-Context into Match-Context 

1 Synthesis 
Empty Match-Context 
Produce Phoneme list: {s, LH, n, W, EH, s-ZH-s ) 
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Conclusion And Future Work 

This paper has introduced an English text to phoneme 

generator based on rules. The proposed phoneme generator is 

composed of two components: a set of phoneme generation rules and 

phoneme generation algorithm. The set of phoneme generation rules is 

represented using production rules formalism and is implemented 

using array data structures. The sutpvt phonemes of a set- of words are 

applied to a phoneme pronunciation tool, and the generated sound was 

acceptable when compared with the generated sound using MS Talk-It 

tool. 

In the future work English Text to Phoneme (ETTP) will take 

into consideration the semantics of the sentences not only the forms or 

the set of character to phoneme generation rules. Also sound 

characteristics such as prosody will be taken into consideration. Also 

the model of the proposed rule-based English text to phoneme 

generator can be adapted and implemented to support Arabic text to - 
phoneme generation. 
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Appendix A: Examples of the phoneme production rules. 

w AA 

A AREA 

A ANDA 

A ASA 

A ATA 

A ANA 

A Aro 

" AR+ 

" A W  

*ANY 

A AE+ 

AGAIN' 

ABOUT 

AAO/o 

" Aif 

A ARR' 

" ARR' 

*AX " 
A R A  

" AR" 

AIR' 

" Al' - - 
" AY'  

" AU* 

ALK' 

- ALA 

" ABLE' 

" Avo 

356 

EY 

AA-r 

AE-n-d 

AE-s 

AE- t 

AE-n 

AX-r 

EH-r 

EY-s 

A 0  

EH-n- [Y 

AE-I 

AX-g-EH-n 

AX-b- AW-t 

EY 

AE 

AX-r 

AE- r 

AA-r 

ER 

AA-r 

EH-r 

EY 

EY 

A 0  

AO-k 

AO-I 

AX-b-AX-I 

EY 
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Character to phoneme production rules-cont. 

I 
bB' Silent I 

' B' 

A BA 

A B E A +  

" BEING" 

A BOTHA 

A 3Y A 

A BUTA 

A BEEN A 

b 

b-IY 

b-IH 

b-IY-IH-N.G 

b-OW-TH 

b- AY 

b-AH-t 

b-IH-n 

' C H h +  

CB' 

I 

" CK' k 

k-EH 
4 

CH 

*I+ 

' CIa 

CIo 

' CIm 

s-AY 

SH 

SH 

SH 
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Character to phoneme production rules-cont. 
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Character to phoneme production rules-cont. 



Character to phoneme productio~~ rules-cont. 

A PH 

A Ps 

Silent 

Silent 

" R' 
A RA 
" Rr 
" SW 

I? 
AA-r 
Silent 

S 

- a- 
ZZ' 
" ZA 

L 

Silent 
2-IY 

A SA I EH-s 
" SH" 
+SUR+ 
" SUR+ 
+SU+ 
+S+ 

P - - -  - 

" Ss 
+SM" - U' 
A 1 l A  

SH 
ZH-ER 
SH-ER 

ZW-U W 
Z 

Silent 
2-AE-m 
y-UW 
V-1 Jw 


